
Tips and techniques for preparing

your home for sale

10�tips�for
property
styling
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1 Light bulbs
Changing light bulbs to brighter

options so that the photos are bright

as possible can be a cheap "fix".

Exceptions: use dimmer lights and

side lighting (such as wall sconces)

for small spaces such as bathrooms

and laundries.
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2 Light fixtures
Some stylists will also recommend

replacing dated light fixtures with

inexpensive contemporary fixtures.

See also: DIY option tutorial.

https://www.curbly.com/17849-embracing-simplicity-diy-ceiling-light-fixture-revamp-using-earth-magnets-and-a-barrel-shade
https://www.curbly.com/17849-embracing-simplicity-diy-ceiling-light-fixture-revamp-using-earth-magnets-and-a-barrel-shade
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4 Group items
Consider grouping display items for

effect.  For inspiration on styling

bookcases, coffee tables and other

spaces, search Pinterest.com.

Unify colours
Consider choosing a colour scheme

for rooms.  For example, you might

choose brown, white and turquoise

for the living room and select and

group items you own which fit this

theme.
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"De-personalise"
Spaces should be “de-personalised”

where possible, including removal

of family photos.

Clear surfaces
Naturally all surfaces should be clear

of clutter.

Refresh towels
New, thick bath towels (preferably

white) can help a bathroom to look

more luxurious
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9 Refresh your
windows
Dated curtains, especially patterned

curtains, or old venetian blinds can

be very distracting to potential

buyers.  Consider buying neutral

curtains/blinds as they can be quite

an impactful way of presenting your

home for sale.

Add texture
Textured items such as throw rugs

and plush cushions can add an

element of luxury
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Use a stylist
Our top recommendation is to engage the

services of a property stylist.

Present the “right” amount of furniture in each

room.  Too much and the room can look

crowded and distracting; too little and the

buyer may not be able to conceptualise how

the room can be best used. 

Style the home to show off its best features,

appealing to the widest range of buyers.

They have the skill and experience needed to:

If you do use a stylist, get their feedback on items

such as lighting and curtains or blinds.  Many

stylists will not supply or replace these items.

Get recommendations for property stylists from

real estate agent who will help you get the best

sale price for your home.
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